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Issue 3(16) 
British Naval Gun Locks 


By 
Dr. Stephen Summerfield 
Loughborough University 


 
In 1727, John Armstrong, Surveyor of the Ordnance, visited Paris and was inspired to produce a new 
design of gun that had a flat pan-vented guns with a raised flat oblong area with the vent at the centre 
that extended from the base ring to the vent field astragal and fillet moulding. There was a shallow 
depression to contain the priming. The new M1732 Armstrong guns came into service and were the 
first British guns capable of mounting a gun-lock. The first experiments of gun-locks occurred from 
1732-40. There was a small issue of gun-locks 1740-45. [123]  
 
On 21 October 1755, the Admiralty instructed the fitting of the new pattern M1755 gun-locks to 
thirteen ships stating “the quarterdeck guns of all his Majesty’s ships now fitting and refitting for sea to be fitted with 
locks, and the gunners may be supplied with a sufficient number of tin tubes for priming them.” [124] It was not until 
the American War of Independence that gun-locks became widespread with the increasing number of 
M1760 Armstrong-Frederick pan-vented guns In March 1781, the 38-gun HMS Latona was the first 
Royal Naval ship to be completely fitted with gun-locks from the first day of service.  
 
The universal M1790 Brass Naval Flint-Lock designed by Henry Lock was introduced that could be the 
used on any calibre of gun. According to Douglas (1820) [125], the flint could not be easily replaced 
easily in battle and if not correctly aligned could break or cause premature ignition. In 1817, Sir Howard 
Douglas produced the Douglas Lock with double jaws holding two flints that were held in position by a 
notch and a wing nut permitting the flint to be exchanged within 5 seconds by rotating the jaws. From 
16 January 1818, this lock gradually replaced the previous versions on naval ordnance. [126] Sir 
Alexander Dickson supported Douglas for the introduction of locks for garrison and siege guns. [127]


                                                       
123 Caruana (1997) 389-91 
124 Bingeman (1989) 41 
125 Douglas (1820) 207-8 
126 Wilkinson-Latham (1973) 40 
127 See the letter dated 20 April 1818 quoted by Howard (1829) 289-292 
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Addition material from the electronic version of the Smoothbore Ordnance Journal is available at:  


http://napoleon-series.org/military/c_OrdnanceJournal.html 
 
J.H. Lefroy (1819)  
“NOTES on the Establishments of the British Field Artillery since 1815, with the Report of the 
Committee of Revisions of 1819,”  
Minutes of Proceedings of the Royal Artillery Institution, Volume 1, pp164-175 
RA01_Lefroy1819.pdf 
 
William Millar (1820)  
“Equipments of the Royal Artillery,”  
Minutes of Proceedings of the Royal Artillery Institution, Volume 1, pp176-190 
RA02_Millar1820.pdf 
 
Anon (Feb 1807)  
“Establishment of Royal Artillery,”  
Minutes of Proceedings of the Royal Artillery Institution, Volume 1, pp252-156 
RA03_Appendix1820.pdf 
 
William Millar (1821)  
“Equipments of the Royal Artillery,”  
Minutes of Proceedings of the Royal Artillery Institution, Volume 1, pp191-225 
RA04_Millar1821.pdf 
 
William Millar (1820) “Royal Artillery Siege Train,” Minutes of Proceedings of the Royal Artillery Institution, 
Volume 1, pp191-225 
RA05_Millar1820.pdf 
 
Anon (1825) “Memorandum for Artillerymen for the Siege of a Fortress,” Minutes of Proceedings of the 
Royal Artillery Institution, Volume 1, pp191-225 
RA06_RA-Report.pdf 
 
Sir Augustus Frazer (Dec 1826) “Memorandum on the Embarkation of Ordnance Equipment, 
prepared in reference to the expedition to Portugal,” Minutes of Proceedings of the Royal Artillery Institution, 
Volume 1, pp257-260 
RA07_Frazer1826 
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Issue 3(14) 
British Mountain Artillery (1809-14) 


by 
Anthony L. Dawson 


 
The idea of ultra light weight artillery in Britain seems to have lain dormant or forgotten until the 
Peninsula wars.. It was not until British involvement in the Portugal and Spain did it become clear that 
new mountain guns were required. In 1808, Lieutenant-Colonel William Robe was requesting Light 3-
pdrs as used in the West Indies. 
 
During 1809 a half- brigade of three mountain guns was formed by Lieutenant Colonel Cookson RHA, 
superintended by Alexander Dickson RA, with ultra light guns because of the damage sustained by the 
standard field guns on the “…dreadful mountain roads”, which meant they needed constant repairs or in 
some cases a complete refit. In addition Dickson considered light artillery was more suitable to the 
Peninsula:  


“If artillery is necessary…I think it ought to be of the lighter kind and requiring fewer mules, than a 6-pdr 
brigade, which might prove of more embarrassment than service…” 


 
The mountain brigade was initially issued with two 3-pdr field guns and a 42/5” howitzer on carriages 
designed by Colonel William Cuppage, Inspector of the Royal Carriage Department at Woolwich 
Arsenal. Dickson noted that  


“These…guns have no limbers, the shafts serving as a trail: they went with double draft by means of an outrigger. 
Their ammunition carried on mules with pack saddles.” 


 
They were in the field by August 1809 and additional stores and equipment, including “four cars” were 
supplied on 8 November. On 13 December 1809, in order to increase the mountain brigade from three 
to six guns, Dickson and Captain Kelly inspected the stores at Abrantes to ascertain if any mountain 
equipment was available. They found no specialist mountain equipment in store and the additional 
three guns were instead supplied from Lisbon. On 16 December a 2nd lieutenant, surgeon, 4 sergeants, 
5 corporals and 1 drummer were transferred into the mountain brigade. 
 
The 4th (Mountain) Brigade of the Portuguese artillery was inspected by Marshal Beresford on 21 
December who was “…contented with what he saw.” In total there were five 3-pdrs and a howitzer. 
Although Brown (1865) says there were only four guns. The mountain brigade was in Santarem with 
Major von Arentschild by 24 December 1809. 
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Loss of the Mountain Brigade (1813) 
In 1813, the Mountain Brigade was commanded by Captain Frederick Arabin, who was 2nd Captain in 
the 6th Company 7th Battalion, under Captain G Thompson. This was such a disastrous year for them. 
During April 1813 they formed part of the Advance Guard of the army corps commanded by Colonel 
Adam.[48] On the 11th April they were engaged in the Pass of Biar, and “after a contest of several hours” two 
guns were disabled (Brown 1865: 154), their axle trees so bent from prolonged firing as to render them 
immobile [49], and following the retreat of the British forces, they were captured by the French.[50] The 
following day, Colonel Adam tried to force the pass again, which similarly resulted in defeat with the 
capture of the entire Mountain Brigade.[51]  
 
Dickson relates how Captain Arabin ordered to defend to the last extremity “not leaving them [his guns] 
until the enemy was at their muzzles”.[52] Captain Arabin and his detachments were congratulated by 
Colonel Holcombe, commander of the Royal Artillery in the Peninsula, for their “gallant conduct”.[53] 
Arabin died in 1843, commanding the Royal Artillery in Bermuda.  
 


 
Portuguese 3-pdr Mountain Gun cast in 1797 at Lisbon Army Museum and Marvao  


[Photograph by Jaoa Centaro] 
 
Reconstruction (July 1813) 
In October 1813 Marshall Beresford brought with him from Lisbon to Headquarters at Vera a 
Mountain Brigade of 6 guns. Unfortunately, due to a lack of mules they could not take to the field.[54] 
During September-October 1813, Lieutenant William Livingstone Robe RHA (1791 to 1815), son of Lt 
Col William Robe formed a British mountain brigade. He accompanied the expedition to Gottenberg in 
1807 and in the same year went to Gibraltar from where he volunteered to join the Royal Artillery in 
the Peninsula. He arrived in 1808 with his father, on “particular service”.[55] For his service at the 
Battles of Nivelle and the Nive with his Mountain Guns he was awarded the 'Medal of Conduct with 
Clasp';[56] he died on 19th June 1815 following wounds sustained at Waterloo.[57] 
 


                                                       
48 Brown 1865: 154 
49 Dickson 1813: 870 
50 Brown 1865: 154 see also Dickson 1813: 870 
51 Brown 1865: 154 
52 Dickson 1813: 870 
53 Dickson 1813: 871 
54 Dickson 1813: 1079 
55 Kane 1900: 244 
56 Brown 1865: 205 
57 Brown 1865: 205 
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Lieutenant Robe was on service in the Peninsula but not attached to any particular unit with the Royal 
Attillery; the formation of this half-brigade of guns in October 1813 might have been simply to give 
him something to do. He used three “French 3-pdr mountain guns”, which had been captured in the Puerto 
de Vera.[58] Robe's half brigade was only a “temporary establishment.”[59] They were manned by 
Portuguese gunners with British drivers and mules, due to the British not being able to spare any 
gunners and the Portuguese any drivers.[60] Ammunition was issued to Robe on 14 October 1813.[61] 
Both Robe's and the Portuguese mountain guns were equipped and in the field by 24th October 
1813.[62] 
 


The Pyrenees 1813 
The mountain artillery were attached to the Left Wing of the army and were engaged on the 7 October 
1813 following the passage of Bidassoa, when they were involved in counter-battery fire with their 
French counterparts.  
 
The Mountain Brigade was camped at the Convent of Arrenteria during October 1813.[63] They 
received orders to march on the 20th/21st October 1813 but, according to a letter from Colonel 
Hartmann who commanded the Artillery Reserve they had not left by the 22nd.[64] 
 
The reason for this was a delay was explained in a letter by Lieutenant Robe – they were waiting to take 
delivery of an additional 18 mules to convey the guns as well as spares.[65] Due to a lack of mules, the 
ammunition to be carried was reduced to only 80 rounds per gun.[66]  
 


 
Blomefield M1808 Mountain 3-pdr cast in 1808.  


[Courtesy of Christopher Bryant] 
 
On 24th October, three French and three Portuguese mountain guns were sent under Lieutenant Robe 
to the Valley of Bastan and the remaining three Portuguese guns were to remain at Vera under a 
Portuguese officer.[67] 


                                                       
58 Dickson 1813: 1079 see also Dickson 1813: 1071 and Fraser 1859: 296 
59 Dickson 1813: 1079 
60 Dickson 1813: 1086 
61 Dickson 1813: 1081 
62 Dickson 1813: 1086 
63 Dickson 1813: 1174 
64 Dickson 1813: 1174 
65 Dickson 1813: 1081 
66 Dickson 1813: 1081 
67 Dickson 1813: 1087 
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On 25th October 1813 Wellington ordered that six Portuguese mountain guns were to remain at Vera 
and that the three French pieces were to go with the Army to go to the Bastan Valley to join the 6th 
Division which was then at Puerto de Maya. 
 
 Major General Murray then ordered on 27th October 1813 that the three French mountain guns were 
to be attached to the 6th Division and three Portuguese mountain guns were to be attached to the Light 
Division and to moved from the Mountain of La Rhune. The remaining three guns were to be attached 
to the troops under the command of General Giron “whose column is to act in the direction of the upper part of 
the village of Sarre, between the Church and the Mountain of La Rhune.”[68] The half brigade of Mountain Guns 
attached to the corps of Giron were commanded by Lieutenant Ignacio Xavier de Costa Judice.[69] He 
was an officer in the 1st Regiment of Portuguese Artillery and had served at the Siege of San 
Sebastien.[70] 
 
Colonel Hardinge subsequently wrote to Alexander Dickson saying “I hope the Mountain Guns answered 
your expectations”[71]  and that he had ordered more ammunition for them.[72] 
 
The as yet experimental nature of the new mountain artillery is best shown by a letter from General 
Macloed at Woolwich to Dickson [73]:  


“I shall be glad to hear an opinion of Mountain guns after a fair experiment. Some allow no merit or advantage 
to small calibres, others are apt to give perhaps more than they deserve”. 
 


From Vera on 6 November 1813 Major General Murray sent a memorandum to Dickson stating that 3 
mountain guns were to be attached to General Giron's corps as were those already attached to the 
Light Division. Murray urged the officers of the Mountain Artillery to  


“…take care of how it is placed, as to be entirely concealed from the view of the enemy.” Dickson [74] 
 
Dickson wrote from Vera to General Macleod in Woolwich on 7 November, stating that the 3- French 
mountain guns commanded by Lieutenant Robe were with the 6th Division; three Portuguese mountain 
guns were with the Light Division and the remaining three Portuguese weapons were with General 
Giron (i.e. As they had been on 27 October). This disposition of the Mountain Artillery is confirmed by 
a memorandum written by Alexander Dickson at St Pee-sur Neville 14 November 1813 and 18 
November from St Jean de Luz.[75] 
 
In the battle of La Nivelle (10 November 1813), the Mountain Brigade commanded by Lieutenant 
Robe “showered down destruction on the trenches below”[76] after struggling to get their guns in position 
through terrain usually considered “utterly inaccessible” to artillery.[77] For the conduct of the three 
Portuguese mountain guns attached to his corps, General Giron recommended that Lieutenant de 
Costa be awarded a medal for “distinguished service.” [78] 
 
  


                                                       
68 Dickson 1813: 1088 
69 Dickson 1813: 1178 
70 Dickson 1813: 965 
71 Dickson 1813: 1089 
72 Dickson 1813: 1089 
73 Dickson 1813: 1093 
74 Dickson 1813: 1097 
75 Dickson 1813:1116-7 
76 Brown 1865: 175 
77 Brown 1865: 174 
78 Dickson 1813: 1178 
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Dickson wrote to Major General Macleod that:  
“The Mountain guns (Lieut. Robes and the Portuguese) were most active and useful accompanying their respective 
corps during the day and supporting the advance of their light troops” Dickson [79] 


 
It was at La Nivelle that three French 3-pdr guns on “light travelling carriages” were captured which 
were added to the strength of the Mountain Brigade. Robe's half-brigade was then put on a “permanent 
establishment” on 28th November.[80] This augmentation created two Mountain Brigades, numbered 
First and Second.[81] 
 
General Giron complained on the 12th November that he had been ordered to march but no orders 
had been received for his half brigade of Mountain Artillery. By the 22nd November the Portuguese 
mountain guns were at Verbona and Lieutenant de Costa Judice indented to stores for materiel and 
equipment to “complete the Mountain Brigade.” [82] 
 
Dickson gave some of his thoughts upon Mountain Artillery to Major General Macleod on 28 
November 1813 [83]: 


“As yet we have not tried them much…but I think they are more useful from the confidence they give the men, 
than from their own effect, which it is evident must be very uncertain except when employed at very short ranges; 
soldiers like the noise of Artillery; it gives them confidence when employed in their support, with however little 
effect…” 


 
Furthermore, the effect of artillery fire on the enemy troops was vital. Dickson noted that: [84] 


“Soldiers know that it is artillery employed against them, the effect of which they have frequently felt, and will in 
the hurry of their occupation make any observation as to its quality”. [In other words, artillery fire 
frightened and demoralised troops being bombarded.] In addition, “It is also to be observed that the 
report of small guns in a Mountainous Country appears louder, which adds to this illusion”. Dickson believed 
that the British troops did not know whether they guns used were 9- or 6-pdrs, such was the 
volume of the 3-pdrs. 


 
Despite the positive psychological effects of these small guns, Dickson noted somewhat wryly that the 
soldiers would soon get to know the pieces and that they had very little physical effect, especially at 
long range, and would “grow indifferent to them”.  
 
He wrote that (Dickson 1813: 1120) “My Opinion of them is not very great …but as Frenchmen respect a gun 
much more than we do, they seem to consider it a thing to “en regle” to withdraw from its effect..” Despite being 
ineffective physically, their psychological effect was immense. 
 
One other positive outcome of the Mountain Brigade was that it was found that guns could be got into 
position using “roads hitherto deemed impractical”.[85] Dickson and other officers urged that “in 
attack...columns should always in Mountain War be supported by Mountain Guns” but that their use 
was strictly limited to where regular artillery could not go, and as soon as heavier guns could be 
brought into action, they should be.[86] 
 
They saw action again in the battles of La Nivelle (10 November 1813), Arcanques, Orthes (27 
February 1814) and Toulouse (10 April 1814) where it was found that the 3-pdrs were of too small a 
calibre to compete with the French counterparts who were armed with 6-pdrs. 


                                                       
79 Dickson 1813: 1117 
80 Dickson: 1813: 1119 
81 Dickson 1813: 1117 
82 Dickson 1813: 1182 
83 Dickson 1813: 1119-21 
84 Dickson 1813: 1119-21 
85 Dickson 1813: 1120 
86 Dickson 1813: 1120-21 
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Mountain Equipment 
The materiel issued in 1809 consisted of  two light 3-pdr guns and a 42/5 inch “Coehorn” howitzer 
mounted on a carriage designed by Colonel William Cuppage. They did not have a limber and instead 
were drawn using an outrigger or limoniere by horses in draft. They could also be carried on 
packsaddles, as was the ammunition.  
 
The captured French guns used are described as being French “Mountain 3-pdrs”; the Portuguese and 
British guns were both 3-pdr calibre. The French guns were mounted on “light wheeled travelling 
carriages” which Augustus Fraser described as being like those given to school boys to drill with.[87] 
Their draft was tandem using a limoniere. They had no limbers.  
 
 In all, the mountain artillery used were three different types of mountain artillery gun and carriage:- 


 French M1810 3-pdr 
 British light 3-pdr and 42/5” Howitzer 
 Portuguese 3-pdr 


 


  
French AnXI 3-pdr tube 


[NGA Archive] 
 


The French and English guns were primarily drawn using horses whilst the Portuguese guns were 
carried on the backs of mules: The French guns were “draught, tandem fashion, and the others burthen, similar 
to the British.”[88] The English guns were those designed by Colonel Cuppage, which were drawn using a 
limoniere in single draft or with an outrigger four double draft. They could also be carried on 
packsaddles. 
 


 
Portuguese 3-pdr Block Trail Mountain Gun from a Portuguese Manual dated c1806. 


                                                       
87 Fraser 1859: 296 
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Ammunition appears to have been universally carried on mule back. Indeed, it was considered most 
“convenient” to “...convey the guns only upon wheels and to carry the whole of the ammunition...on 
pack saddles.”[89]  By having the ammunition conveyed in “mountainous country” on vehicles it would 
make the mountain artillery highly immobile and need almost double the number of horses or mules; in 
addition it was considered that the ammunition would be damaged beyond use. Furthermore, it was 
also felt that the draft of the guns should be able to suit both a horse or mule and that it could be 
changed between single and double draft with ease, due to the variation in width of roads, paths or 
tracks down which the guns would be conveyed. Where passage of wheeled carriages was not possible, 
only then was the guns to be dismantled and man handled or carried on mule back.[90] 
 


 
Portuguese 3-pdr mountain gun on reproduction block trail. 


[Jaoa Centaro] 
 
Dickson thought that the guns mounted on pack saddles “ruined” many animals, but that the supreme 
advantage was that guns could be conveyed “…by the narrowest foot paths, and up the most difficult steeps.” [91] 
The use of mule draft and pack saddles for ammunition is confirmed by Brown (1865) who states that 
the guns were “harnessed on mules trained for the service, ascending the most difficult ridges” [92] 
 
The guns in draft, despite being considered less manoeuvrable, were, however, quicker to get into 
action and retire. Furthermore, Dickson thought they were [93]  


“useful in a close or wooded country with Light Troops; they would go by roads that Common Artillery could not, 
and they would be useful in dislodging the enemy from a copse or thicket, the noise of the shot passing through the 
boughs of the trees, would always have an effect on single men, and induce them to recede.” 


 
Despite this, there were by November 1813 both types of mountain artillery in use side by side: one 
carried on mules in pack saddles (rather like their 18th century counterparts), the other single draft with 
a Limoniere style harness. Dickson wrote to William Robe on 28 November 1813, relating to him details 
of the actions that his son had been involved with [94]:  


“Your son is well. His demi-brigade (of 3 mountain guns) is posted to the 6th Division. He is well pleased with it 
and has just been here to settle with us a permanent establishment for it. We have taken French guns of the same 
quality sufficient to complete to a brigade, and I am constructing carriages for them so that by and by I may be 
able to make them up to a Brigade.” 


 
The additional 3-pdrs mentioned by Dickson were presumably those captured on the 10 November. 
That Dickson was having carriages made up for them implies that their original carriages were either 
damaged and needed to be replaced or were replaced with British carriages for ease of repair and 
maintenance. The Mountain Brigade also had a portable field forge which was carried on the back of 


                                                       
89 Calquhoun 1842:407-8 
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92 Brown 1865: 175 
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two mules, the coals on a third and the shoes, nails and other iron work on a fourth.[95] Each two mules 
were allowed 150 sets of shoes, but due to a lack of mules to carry the equipment, this was reduced to 
only 75.[96]  
 
Therefore, by late November 1813 there were two Brigades of Mountain Artillery; one equipped with 
French 4-pdr or 3-pdr guns and the second with Portuguese mountain 3-pdrs. 
 


Reference as: 
Dawson A.L. (Mar 2010), “British Mountain Artillery (1809-1814),” Smoothbore Ordnance Journal, 3(14)  
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Issue 3(15) 
Sir Alexander Dickson’s Answer to Questions on the 


Royal Artillery in 1823 
 


Dr. Stephen Summerfield 
Loughborough University 


 


Introduction 
Sir Alexander Dickson’s reply was first published in July 1824 although the reply had been written on 
17 January 1823 after he had just been appointed as Inspector General of Artillery. He was replying to a 
Lieutenant in the Bengal Artillery with initials C.D. 


Alexander Dickson (July 1824) “Answers of Sir A. D., K.C.B. of the Royal Artillery, to some 
questions from Lieutenant C. D. Bengal Artillery - Woolwich, 17 January 1823,” The British Indian 
Military Repository, III (VI), 136-150. 


 
Sir Alexander Dickson had extensive knowledge of British and Portuguese ordnance. His experience of 
Prussian and Russian Ordnance was obtained when he was part of the Army of Occupation after the 
final defeat of Napoleon. Like many of his British contemporaries, he does not differentiate between 
Gribeauval and AnXI designs although he does discuss the AnXI Mountain Guns in Answer 11.  
 
 
Inspector of Artillery [& Royal Brass Foundry from 1797] 
        Kane List  
1782-1822 General Sir Thomas Blomefield   No. 334 
1822-1827 Colonel Sir Alexander Dickson   No. 844 
1827-1838 Colonel William Millar    No. 651 
1838-1839 Colonel Sir Joseph MacLean   No. 659 
1839-1852 Colonel William B. Dundas   No. 1150 
1852-1855 Colonel James A. Chalmer   No. 1222 
1855  Colonel Edmund N. Wilford   No. 1638 
 
 
Reference as  
Summerfield, Stephen (August 2010) “Sir Alexander Dickson’s Answers to Questions on the Royal 
Artillery,” Smoothbore Ordnance Journal, 3(15) 
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“Answers of Sir A. D., K.C.B. of the Royal Artillery, to some 
questions from Lieutenant C. D. Bengal Artillery  


- Woolwich, 17 January 1823,” 
The British Indian Military Repository, III (VI), 136-150 


 
QUESTION 1: At the conclusion of the Peninsular war, what was your opinion of the block trailed 
carriages, and the ammunition waggons in use with the British field Artillery employed therein? Did you 
think them fully adapted to the purposes of travelling over the various kinds of ground you must have 
met with during that war; and to those of manoeuvring and action, were they found to stand an action 
of considerable duration without breaking down or splitting in any part, and was the perforation for the 
elevating screw ever found to weaken the block trail or beam? Those who are against the British 
carriages, and in favour of the affut Gribeauval [97], urge, that perforating for the screw is objectionable, 
as weakening the beam. 
 
ANSWER 1: The equipment of field Artillery during the whole Peninsular war, was with block trailed 
carriages, and four wheeled ammunition limber waggons, according to the convenient system adopted 
in the British service, by which the waggon limbers being packed and fitted exactly the same as those 
for the guns, the former can be substituted for the latter in time of action, without the waggon's being 
brought much in fire, and most disastrous consequences from explosions are thereby avoided. [98] 
 
The block trailed carriages were found much superior to the cheek trailed or bracket carriages, in 
strength and durability, in facility of limbering and unlimbering, and in pointing whilst in action; they 
also admitted of more close turning in manoeuvres and on the march. 
 
The limber waggons were admirably adapted for the stowage of ammunition, and at the same time 
possessed, on an emergency, the convenient means of rapidly bringing up the men to action without he 
risk of their being breathless from running or left behind; this on many occasions was highly beneficial 
to overtake a retreating enemy, or to fall back quickly when protecting a retrograde movement, or to 
move with speed from one flank to the other of a corps as the exigency of operations might require. 
 
To this is to be added the great simplicity they afford to the system of field Artillery, the limbers being 
the same as those for the guns, the wheels the same for light 6-pdrs, for all ammunition limber 
waggons, and for the forges and store carriages, and they will answer also for 9-pdrs on an occasion: 
indeed I believe they are quite strong enough for this nature.[99] A 9-pdr with 6-pdr wheels, having for 
experiment been employed for a 12-month in one of the field batteries under my orders in France, and 
during that time the gun three times a week was marched 12 or 14 miles over the paved roads of that 
country. 


                                                       
97 Refers to a bracket carriage. It was common for the British to refer to any bracket carriage as Gribeauval at this 
time.  


98 The Royal Horse Artillery from its inception was equipped with block trail, limbers and ammunition wagons 
originally designed by General Desaguliers c1778 and were modified by William Congreve Senior. The situation 
for the Royal Artillery field batteries was more complex and only when the 9-pdr was introduced did they fully 
convert to the block trail.  


99 The Light 5 foot wheel for the Light 6-pdr, Light 5½ inch Howitzer, Long 3-pdr, limbers and ammunition 
wagons. The Heavy 5 foot wheel was used for the 9-pdr, 12-pdr, Long 6-pdr and Heavy 5½ inch Howitzer. [Adye 
(1813) 390] 
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The Portuguese were so sensible of the convenience and simplicity of our system, that at a very early 
period of the war they adopted the construction of our carriages and limber waggons; but having 
contracted their span to suit the Portuguese loads, the carriages were very easily overset, by which the 
perches of their limber waggons were frequently broken: this was an inconvenience that scarcely ever 
happened with the English carriages their span being 5 feet 3 inches, whilst that of the Portuguese was 
only 4 feet 2 inches.[100] It is true that in some of the narrow Portuguese roads the British Artillery was 
obliged to make a detour, whilst the Portuguese carriages could pass through; but this convenience was 
nothing in comparison to the damage arising from frequent overturns which often occasioned me 
much delay during my movements with the Portuguese. 
 
On the whole I am satisfied the British equipment, with block trails and a universal limber, is the most 
perfect that has been devised by any nation, and the French are so convinced of this, that they are 
understood to be on the point of abandoning Gribeauval's system and of adopting that of England.[101] 
 
I have to add, that during the whole period of the Peninsular war, as well as in the Waterloo campaign, 
the British carriages had to pass over every species of ground, from the most mountainous to the most 
swampy, and the Artillery made no difficulty in accompanying the Infantry in all its movements; the 
carriages fully demonstrated the solidity and excellence of their construction, by standing both the 
shocks of execrable roads and of frequent heavy firing without scarcely ever wanting repairs: the wheels 
of course would only wear-a certain time, but the bodies of the carriages were most durable; and with 
regard to the perforation for the elevating screw I am certain, during the whole Peninsular war, that no 
block trail was ever called in question on that account. 
 
Four wheeled gun ammunition limber waggons have been found so perfectly applicable to all natures 
of movements, that it is now determined to employ the same waggons in the conveyance of small arm 
ammunition; they are to be drawn by 4 horses, and in a good country and good roads, they may convey 
20,000 rounds of musket cartridges, and in a difficult country 16,000 rounds. 
 
 
QUESTION 2: Did you from what you had seen of the French field Artillery carriages and caissons, 
deem them or any other part of the French construction inferior or superior to the British? If superior, 
for what reasons; and if inferior, in what does the inferiority consist?  


N.B. As the latest pattern for our field carriages on this establishment is, with a few 
modifications, agreeable to the French system, as laid down in [de] Scheel's Memoires,[102] I 
shall be much obliged by your being very explicit and particular in your answer to this query. 


 
ANSWER 2: There is little to answer on this, after the foregoing explanation, particularly as the 
French themselves have spoke in the strongest terms of approbation of the British carriages, and I 
understand have an intention of modifying their system according to them. This I know that the 
French carriages are heavy in limbering, and of inconvenient movement; they are difficult to limber and 
unlimber, so much so as in action to occasion great use of the prolong, which I am sure was the cause 
of their losing many guns: whereas ours, when pressed, could limber up and be off in an instant. 
 
The French when opposed to us in Spain were often, according to their own account, retarded in their 
operations to repair damages the Artillery had sustained, owing to the difficulty of country; this I can 
                                                       
100 Normally guns would have a wider axle than the diameter of wheels. Otherwise they could be easily 
overturned.  


101 It is interesting that Dickson on 17 January 1823 is referring to the discussions within the French Artillery to 
replace their chaotic artillery system. The French adopted the M1828 Valée System on 26 June 1828 where the 
guns were mounted on block trails, ammunition limber and caisson based upon the British system. [Piobert 
(1852) 312-337] 


102 Otto de Scheel (1777 1st Ed) and (1795 2nd Ed): In 1800, Jonathan Williams (rp1984) translated the 1795 2nd 
Edition for the fledgling American Artillery.   
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boldly say never was the cause of any delay in the British movements.[103] Without entering into 
minutia, I beg to add, that it is my firm opinion that the systeme Gribeauval is far inferior to the British 
field Artillery, both as to facility of movement and convenience in action, as well as compactness when 
in column of march. 
 
QUESTION 3: From what you saw of the field gun carriages and waggons in use with the Austrian, 
Russian, and Prussian contingents of the Army of occupation, do you think any of them superior to the 
British? 
 
ANSWER 3: I neither with the Army of Occupation, or on any other occasion, have come in contact 
with the Austrian Artillery.  
 
The Russian gun carriages are something of the French construction; but their ammunition is conveyed 
in an immense number of small low wheeled carts, drawn by 3 horses abreast, by which the equipment 
is complicated and unmanageable. I saw nothing to envy in the Russian Artillery.  
 
The Prussian Artillery was very much a make up of what they could collect from other nations, their 
carriages were actually French as well as their caissons; they had also English and Flander's pattern 
waggons [104] in their park, and their harness was chiefly English, or made on the English pattern. The 
Prussian mode of bringing their Artillery rapidly into action was, having saddles on the off horses, by 
which means, when necessary, three gunners can be mounted on horseback and two on the limber, 
enabling the gun to advance with 5 men: a third man even can occasionally be conveyed on the 
limber.[105] 
 
I have to add that the French as well as all the other foreign artillery have poles; but the French writers 
begin to expatiate on the advantage of shafts. [106] Finally, to answer this question, I do not think any of 
the field artillery of other European powers which I have seen, equal to that of England. 
 
QUESTION 4: What is your opinion of light 12-pdrs, and light 6-pdrs as field pieces, deduced from 
your experience in the Peninsular War? N. B. Our [107]field guns, as I have more than once mentioned 
to you, are light 12-pdrs and 6-pdrs; of the former we have two kinds, the one weighing 12 cwt. the 
other between 8 and 9 cwt. and both the same length,. i.e. 5 feet. 
 
ANSWER 4: Light guns in my opinion are merely to suit certain difficulties of country, when they are 
not likely to be opposed by ordnance of a better class; for otherwise the precision and effect of light 
guns is so unsatisfactory, that I think it is infinitely better to bring fewer pieces into the field, provided 
they are guns of decided effect. Indeed, in the point of general consideration with regard to Artillery 
movements, the difference of 200 or 300 pounds in the weight of a gun is not of the material 
importance that many officers are apt to consider it; the employment of a couple of horses more or less 
will solve the difficulty. Provided the carriage is compact, and of well proportioned strength, it is not 
                                                       
103 These comments are underlined by G. Piobert writing upon the chaotic mixture of Gribeauval and AnXI 
carriages. He designed the French M1821 Mountain Gun System that was used employed in Catalonia in 1823, 
ADC to Comte Valée, Inspector General of Artillery and laid down a lecture course for cadets in 1831. His 
treatise was first published in 1836. The 3rd edition was published in 1852. “In the old carriages, there were few parts 
common to every calibre; they require a great number of spare portions for exchange, and each calibre has its own peculiar 
carriage.” Piobert (1852) 292 
104 The Flanders Wagon was a covered four wheeled wagon. [See DDS (2007) 256 for an illustration] 


105 Dickson is referring to the Prussian practice for their Foot Artillery from 1813 for gunners to ride the off 
horse and the ammunition limber. This was not the case for Prussian Horse Artillery.  


106 Charles Dupin (1820) extolled the advantages of shafts over the then current Gribeauval Limber.  


107 The questioner is referring to British Field Guns. At this time the Royal Brass Foundry supplied all the guns of 
the Bengal Artillery. The carriages were made locally in Calcutta.  
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the gun that need ever be a question, it is the conveyance of ammunition: for I am satisfied, unless in a 
mountainous or most boggy district, that is to say, whenever a country is practicable, Artillery of proper 
dimensions may be moved beyond the power of any Infantry to accompany it, and it never would be an 
impediment to operation. This was fully exemplified in Spain, and I am sure that a good gun well 
manned and well horsed, will pass over every obstacle that a light gun can do. 
 
The light 12-pdr of 12 cwt. the lightest we have in the English service, is abolished, [108] and I hope to 
see a 6-pdr introduced of a better description than our present light one of 6 Cwt. 9-pdrs of 13 cwt 
were the favourite guns in Spain in the latter campaign's, and the chief part of our field Artillery at 
Waterloo was of that nature. 
 
 
QUESTION 5: What do you think of light 5½ inch howitzers as field pieces? Did you not find them 
very uncertain and inaccurate, and the quantity of powder which their chambers are capable of holding 
too small to give a sufficient velocity to Shrapnell's shells? [109] What is the service charge with you for 
these pieces? 
 
ANSWER 5: The light 5½ inch howitzer is good for nothing; indeed it is abolished in our service. [110] 
The charge was 1-lb which was not sufficient for the velocity required for spherical case. [111] A 12-pdr 
howitzer of 6 cwt. and 3 feet 9 inches long, with Gomer chamber, was some time ago introduced into 
the service in place of the light 5½ inch howitzer; the charge of this new howitzer is 1-lb. to 14-lb. A 
number of these are in progress of being cast in the foundry.[112] 
QUESTION 6: What is your opinion of Heavy 5½ inch howitzers as field pieces? Did not you find 
them too heavy for quick movements? [113] 
 
ANSWER 6: It is a good howitzer and it was not found too heavy for quick movements, no others 
were used in Spain for both horse and foot Artillery. Being considered however too short, a 24-pdr 
howitzer [114] has lately been introduced into the service in place of it. This new howitzer is 12 cwt. and 
4 feet 8 inches long, with Gomer chamber, and charge from 2 to 2½-Ibs. With 2-lbs. and 5° of 
elevation, it carried as far as the heavy 5½ howitzer with 2-Ibs and 7°. A number are in progress of 
being cast, and I think it will become the howitzer of general use for field batteries. 


                                                       
108 The Light 12-pdr [13 calibres and 12 cwt] had been used by the Royal Horse Artillery before 1800. [Adye 
(1813) 203] An example can be seen at Fort Nelson in Portsmouth on a reproduction block trail. [DDS (2007) 
116] 


109 This is an early written reference to the Spherical Case Shot being referred to as Shrapnell after its inventor 
Henry Shrapnel (1761–1842). An order was placed with the Carron Company in August 1803 and was first used 
in action in 1806. [DDS (2007) 249-250] 


110 The Light 5½ inch was only 5 calibres long and was 2 calibres longer than the Gribeauval 6.4in howitzer of 3 
calibres. Obsolete by 1820 and replaced by the M1822 12-pdr Howitzer in the Royal Horse Artillery troops. Adye 
(1813: 222) stated: “The Light 5½ inch howitzer, English, is of all other pieces of ordnance, the most uncertain in range and 
direction, owing to the shortness of the piece. Gen L’Espinasse [1800] makes the same objection to the French [Gribeauval] howitzer 
of 6 inches [pouce] and gives his preference to the Austrian 5½ inch [of 6 calibres], which is lighter and longer than the French 6-inch 
[pouce]….”  It should be noted that the comments from General L’Espinasse in 1800 predate the design of the 
AnXI 24-pdr Howitzer.   


111 Tests with Light 5½ inch of 4-3-18 were carried out in May-August 1819 firing Spherical Case Shot [Shrapnell] 
that confirmed the abolition of the Light 5½ inch howitzer. [McConnell (1988) 142] 


112 The M1822 Millar 12-pdr Howitzer of 10 calibres and 6½ cwt replaced the Light 5½ Howitzer in the Royal 
Horse Artillery equipped with 6-pdrs. [Griffiths (1839) 52] 


113 The M1798 Heavy 5½ inch howitzer was caste between 1798 and 1819. These weighed about 10 cwt and were 
6 calibres long. [Adye (1813) 222 and Griffiths (1839) 52] 


114 The M1822 Millar 24-pdr Howitzer of 10 calibres and 12 cwt replaced the Heavy 5½ inch Howitzer in the 9-
pdr batteries. [Adye (1813) 222 and Griffiths (1839) 52] 
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QUESTION 7: What is your opinion of the 9-pdrs in use with the British Artillery as field pieces? Did 
you not find them too heavy, they weighing 13 cwt. and too long for quick spunging, [sic] being 6 feet 
long? 
 
ANSWER 7: The 9-pdr is a most efficient gun, and I have no doubt will always be the piece most used 
by upon continental service. In the latter campaigns in Spain, with the exception of the horse Artillery 
and one battery of long 6-pdrs, all the rest were 9-pdrs; and at Waterloo, both horse and foot Artillery, 
almost all had 9-pdrs. If anything the 9-pdr is not long enough; at present it is 17 calibres, and I think 
there is metal enough to increase it to 19 calibres without adding to its weight, which would add to its 
precision of fire. The best field Artillery for an Army would I think be, one half 9-pdrs, and one half 6-
pdrs of about 9 cwt.; or one half 9-pdrs, two sixths 6-pdre, and a sixth 3-pdrs heavy to be employed 
with light Cavalry, and at advanced posts. 
 
 
QUESTION 8: What is your opinion of the heavy 6-pdr? The field train employed in the Peninsular 
was, I believe, composed in part of pieces of this description. 
 
ANSWER 8: It is an excellent shooting gun, but it is longer than what is necessary. There was one 
battery of long 6-pdrs [115] in the Peninsula during the whole war, and it did good service, but it was not 
a favourite command; it was not considered manageable, or to manoeuvre well, though I always 
thought there was something of prejudice in this; at the same time it was true that there was 3 or 4 cwt. 
of metal more than was necessary. This battery required as many horses as one of 9-pdrs. I do not think 
it will be called into the field again. 
 
 
QUESTION 9: What is your opinion of light 18-pdrs brass as field pieces? A brigade, I perceive, was 
at Waterloo. 
 
ANSWER 9: There is no such piece in the British service as brass 18-pdrs. The guns you allude to 
were iron 8 feet 18-pdrs, of 37 cwt. There were 3 batteries of these guns, of 4 each, in the Waterloo 
campaign, though not in the battle; and a battery of 6 of the same 18-pdrs attended the Army in all its 
movements in the latter campaigns in the Peninsula; these pieces were intended against posts &c. but 
had no connection with the battering trains for sieges. The 18-pdr field batteries were drawn by horses, 
and appointed the same as other field Artillery. [116] 
 
QUESTION 10: What is your opinion of the calibres in use with the French, Austrian, Russian and 
Prussian field Artillery; are not the Austrian and Prussian field howitzers superior to our light 5½ inch, 
from being much longer and having more capacious chambers, and therefore capable of giving a more 
true direction to the shells? 
 
ANSWER 10: This comprises such a mass of comparison that I will not enter into it at present, but 
certainly all the howitzers of the Continental powers were preferable to our light 5½ inch howitzer; but 
that being irrevocably laid aside, the comparison is of no further use. But I think our new 24-pdr 
howitzer will be found superior to any of them, not even excepting the Russian Licorne. [117] 
 
 


                                                       
115 M1778 Desaguliers Long 6-pdr of 22 calibres and 12 cwt. [Griffiths (1839) 52] Adye (1813: 203) refers to the 
gun as General Desaguliers Medium 6-pdr.  


116 The 18-pdrs were drawn by 8 horses.  


117 Uses the French version of Unicorn. Dickson is referring to the Russian M1805 20-pdr Unicorn of 8½ calibres 
and 688 kg. [Summerfield (2012) Russian Artillery 1796-1815, Ken Trotman Publishing] 
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QUESTION 11: What is your opinion of the Mountain 3-pdr carriages, and their ammunition 
carriages, which were used when our Army was in the mountainous parts of the Peninsula? 
 
ANSWER 11: Those carried on backs of horses distress the animal extremely if employed in that way 
for any length of time. The French mode for mountain Artillery is better; the span is very narrow, and 


the gun is always drawn in single draught; the shafts are of this shape and they can be 
detached in an instant from the trail, when the gun prepares for action.[118] 
 
QUESTION 12: What is your opinion of the iron carriage for carronades? [119] 
 
ANSWER 12: I approve highly of iron carriages of all descriptions, particularly for warm climates; I am 
satisfied they are equal to every effort they may be exposed to. [120] 
 
QUESTION 13: What is your opinion of Sir Howard Douglas's Gun locks, with double flints? [121] 
 
ANSWER 13: They have not been adopted in the service, the spring of the lock not having been 
found sufficiently active with the additional weight. Common locks however are in universal use, and 
they are recommended even for field pieces when not pressed by an enemy. 
 
QUESTION 14: What is your opinion of Sir Howard Douglas's proposed decrease of the windage of 
field pieces to 1/10th of an inch, and of battering guns to 1/13th of an inch? [122] 
 
ANSWER 14: I think the decrease of windage, for both field pieces and heavy ordnance, perfectly 
admissible and advantageous; it has been determined to be carried into effect for field Artillery, but the 
alteration for heavy Artillery was laid aside in consequence of the Navy being afraid of the 
consequences at sea. This was the opinion of the principal sea officers, Lord Keith, Lord Exmouth, 
&c., in joint Committee with Artillery officers. 
 
Alexander Dickson 
Inspector General of Artillery 
Woolwich 
17 January 1823 
 
 
  


                                                       
118 The French used the Limonière to pull their AnXI Mountain Guns that mounted 6-pdr field and 24-pdr 
howitzer. [DDS (2007) 161-5] 


119 The British M1761 four wheeled carriage was based upon Patent 1761: 765 of Stephen Remnant, Master Smith 
of the Board of Ordnance. [Blackmore (1976) 176] They became increasingly used from the late 18th century and 
became universal by 1810 despite their brittle nature and tendency to shatter if struck by enemy fire. The cast iron 
carriage consisted of two open frame cast iron brackets fitted over two iron axles.  


On 9 March 1810, Earl of Chatham, Master General of Ordnance, ordered that iron carriages were to be placed 
in parts of fortifications that were least exposed to enemy fire and in sea batteries which could not be approached 
closer than 1000 yards. Wooden platforms and carriages were kept in store to replace the iron carriages in case of 
attack. [Aide Memoire (1853) I: 290] 
120 Wooden carriages suffer from accelerated rotting or attack from insects in warm climates.  


121 See Summerfield (Mar 2011) “British Gun Locks,” Issue 3(12) 
122 Refers to the paper by Captain Howard Douglas on “Windage” that was presented to the Master General of 
Ordnance [Douglas (1828) 69-81] See also the letter of support from Sir Alexander Dickson in 1817 quoted by 
Douglas (1828) 83-85] 





